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Surfboard House

T

Surf and Turf

he credits for this amazing house in the beachfront area of
Brooklyn, New York goes to BFDO Architects. Five years after
Hurricane Sandy devastated the cooperative beachfront community
of Breezy Point, Queens, the project is built upon a lot that was
reduced to sand. Flood regulations required building at least six

feet off the ground, while co-op regulations put the maximum
building height at 28 feet. Adhering to the norms, every room is
conceptualised with the beach view. A stair leading from the beach
lands on a deck that spans the width of the house. This doubles up
as the prime party location of this property.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/homes
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T

Breezy and Bright

he Palm Beach House project uses a restrained approach to
a traditional European vernacular, exploring bespoke quality
detailing, materiality and architectural framing. Palm Beach House
project is the transformation of an existing waterfront holiday villa
in Palm Beach, Sydney. The architects, Alexander & Co placed

focus on the ‘handcrafted aspect’ of the home. Finishes, lighting
and claddings all express an artisan’s reference point. A subdued
colour palette and handmade quality create a ‘lived in’ atmosphere
for the client to experience a sense of belonging. All these fine
elements make this ‘a home away from home.’

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/homes
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Fairmont Pacific Rim

A

Uber Luxury

bold reinterpretation of luxury has arrived at Fairmont
Pacific Rim, The Owner’s Suite Collection. Designed for
the elite, in-the-know traveller, the new collection of 10 suites is
more than a place to stay; it is a place to be inspired by the city’s
DNA with elements of fashion, art and music. Under the direction

of owner/developer, Westbank Projects Corp and the Peterson
Group, the Owner’s Suite concept was shaped by award-winning
Vancouver-based architect, James K Cheng. A pioneer in West
Coast architecture, Cheng designed the Fairmont Pacific Rim as
an urban oasis.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/hotels
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H

Going Local

arboured in the serene green hillocks of the tea plantation
area in northeast Bangladesh, Moulvi Bazar, Dusai is the
first-of-its-kind destination resort in the country. The complex
exudes the essence of a traditional village with its location on the
slope of a hill. VITTI Sthapati Brindo Ltd set the context for the

resort to be one with its natural landscape. The resort showcases
a hybrid construction system of traditional tea estate bungalows
and standardised concrete construction. Making the most of
local craftsmanship and technologies, the resort is a product of all
things local.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/hotels
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Dusai Resort and Spa
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Ed Quarters

T

Race to the Finish

he corporate headquarters of a car shopping company,
Edmunds.com in Santa Monica, California was designed by
M+M Creative Studio. With two floors and outdoor space totalling
143,000 sq ft, Edmunds’ office is an innovative space that weaves
together a cross-section of tech and automotive themed designs.

The first floor is highlighted by two corvettes that turn in unison
above the mirror-polished stainless steel reception desk. The bulk
of the second floor comprises a plank-desking system that allows
flexibility, additional smaller meeting rooms, quiet rooms called
‘Rest Stops’ and an IT service desk called ‘Pit Stop.’

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/commercial
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Mexican Bite

he Mexican sandwich shop in Toronto’s eclectic Kensington
Market is designed by +tongtong, a Toronto-based multi
disciplinary studio. The graphics speak a bold design narrative,
which is strong but not haphazard. Drawing heavily from traditional
Mexican iconography, the space stands as a contemporary

reinterpretation of the design. The awnings are similar to a
traditional street food stand. The signage under the take-out
counter is hand painted by Hamilton-based artists, BrushBoys,
while the graphic wall is created by Stephanie Latulippe. The
restaurant is a bite out of current day Mexico itself.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/restaurants
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Torteria San Cosme

Raising expectations to see the
Buddha which is invisible from the
outside, the visitors look up to the
Buddha that seems to have a halo,
created by the sky.
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The Community Church

Sacred Sanctuary
L

ocated at Bergen in Norway, the Community Church in
Knarvik uses the rich cultural landscape of its site in its design.
Inspired by the local tradition of Norwegian staves churches, the
building utilizes clear and elemental geometries, materials and
constructions. Oslo-based, Reiulf Ramstad Architects employed

a sacral dignity and recognisable form where the church spire,
sanctuary and chapel are emphasised by ascending roof planes.
The building is carefully adapted to an existing hillside between
the built and natural environment, providing the church with a
breathtaking surrounding heath landscape.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/religious
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Beyond Reflection

he powerful characteristics of the dragon is used in ‘Beyond
Reflection’ in Shanghai, China. Lawrence Argent’s creations
are known to feature whimsical sculptures of monumental-sized
animals. “Lawrence Argent was visionary in the way he saw
public art contributing to Chinese society. His artworks were

more than just objects as they interacted with their physical and
cultural context”, said Dane Currey, Principal, Art +Design.
Through the use of a sunken plaza, the 16-metre stainless steel
structure cleverly spans over two levels, with the body and legs of
the dragon below ground.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/publicspaces
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Notre-Dame Basilica

A

Gothic Muse

45-minute immersive sound, light and video projection
-mapping experience enthrals visitors at the Notre-Dame
Basilica in Montréal. The creative illumination project, AURA, by
Moment Factory, offers an enchanting experience at this cathedral.
Initiated as part of Montréal’s 375th anniversary celebrations,

this iconic heritage landmark is brought to life in a new way.
Involving viewers in a spectacle of grandiose architecture, layered
with augmented reality and harmonious orchestral score, AURA
captures the rich colours, soaring lines, towering spires and gilded
details beautifully.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/publicspaces
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XXX Times Square With Love

T

X Factor

imes Square Arts and Jürgen Mayer H. inaugurated the
XXX Times Square With Love, three X-shaped outdoor
loungers custom designed for Times Square, each of which can
accommodate up to four people who can lie back, stare up and
send a snapshot of either themselves or the mix of the signs and

sky above them. Originally inspired by the “X”-like intersection
of Broadway and the 7th Avenue that forms Times Square, the
loungers are the first specially commissioned ongoing street
furniture for the new Times Square plazas. They are the only
accepted outdoor seating area available at Times Square.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/publicspaces
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Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park

T

Prickly Parle

he creative touch of Taipei-based, CCL Architects &
Planners gave an abandoned landmark a complete makeover.
Penghu Qingwan Cactus Park marks the metamorphosis of a
military base into an all-new tourist attraction. Located in
Quingwan district in Taiwan, the area is surrounded by natural

wonders. The park is a place that not only exhibits different types
of cacti, but also nurtures the cactus and dragon fruit business. The
project comprises of Cactus Park, artists’ village, environmental
landscape and great sea views. The greenhouses are designed with
the purpose of conserving cacti and the basaltic landscape.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/outdoors
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Villa Jardín

A

Green House

SP Arquitectura Sergio Portillo creates a dialogue between
the constructed building and its environment. Based in Mexico
City, the design interweaves the project with its landscape to unify
the indoors and outdoors. Following that of the indoors there
are semi-private and private spaces. From a pergola to a vertical

garden as well as a private garden, the outdoors acknowledge the
need for different spaces. Three transition elements are built with
reinforced concrete, each with its distinctive energy. The first is a
pool of water in the access space. The second consists of a garden
of energy stones, while the third is a vegetable garden.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/outdoors
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Fourth Dimension

I

nterior designer Martine Brisson designed a spacious, versatile
back deck for an 1887 heritage home in Montreal’s Plateau
district, now occupied by a single family. With a custom pergola,
contrasting materiality in wood and steel, a patio, vegetation and
private spaces, the four-level outdoor terrace series has it all. The

extensive use of cedar, punctuated with black metal elements,
ensures a consistent look for the different spaces while giving
them a contrasting natural and urban ambiance. The different
zones enable the separation of functions and make the outdoor
living space dynamic.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/outdoors
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São Paolo Corporate Towers

Landscaped Wonder
L

ocated in the affluent neighbourhood of Vila Olímpia in São
Paulo, Brazil, the park and mixed-use towers were designed
by Balmori Associates, Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects and Atelier
10 on a 3.84 hectare site. Currently over half of the population
of Brazil stands over the original biome extent that was once the

healthiest ecosystems in the world. The concept for the 19,000 sq m
park was driven by the preservation and restoration of the Mata
Atlântica Forest found on the site. Balmori Associates’ landscape
strategy was to display the treasures of the Mata Atlântica and its
rich ecological benefits, creating a continuous ecosystem.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/outdoors
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Gemma Observatory

E

Star Gazing

stablished on a remote mountain summit in New Hampshire,
the location is the key to Gemma Observatory. This private
observatory is situated in the centre of a three-mile radius of ‘dark
landscape’ which experiences least obstruction by light pollution
thus aiding in astronomical viewing. Rejecting the traditional

dome, Anmahian Winton Architects employed architectural
design that synthesised with the geographic context of the site.
Its faceted shape transitions between the summit’s bedrock and
building foundation. Knitting together manmade and natural
landscape, the design employs terraced concrete platforms.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/institutional
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The Street

T

Colour Blocked

aking a cue from the old city streets of Mathura, India,
Sanjay Puri Architects designed this 800-room student
hostel by creating organic spaces. The built spaces snake through
a wedge-shaped site, twisting and turning along its length. Each
hostel room has ventilation opening in the internal corridor,

facilitating cross -ventilation. Linear buildings create small break
out spaces at each bend, allowing natural light into the internal
circulation spaces. These factors create an energy-efficient
building, minimising heat gain, since the average temperature of
the region is in excess of 300 C.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/institutional
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All theWay Up

I

n the heart of the revitalisation project for Montreal’s Southwest
borough, Smith Vigeant Architects have created a rock
climbing gym. Silos of the old Redpath sugar refinery have
been converted into a one-of-kind indoor rock climbing facility,
adding significantly to the recreational and tourist attractions of

the Canal, all while integrating Montreal’s industrial past with
its present. The metallic building envelope pay tribute to the
monolithic character of this site. Through massive windows and
long shafts, abundant natural light saturates the space, creating
an effect of crevasses and voids on the climbing walls.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/institutional
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Allez-Up
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Sound Studio for La Hacienda

N

The Sound of Music

ewsam Construction and MXMA Architecture & Design
announced the rebirth of the former RCA Victor Studio
in the St Henri district in Montreal. La Hacienda Creative, a
leading Canadian sound creation studio, becomes the new tenant
of the emblematic 5,000 sq ft space. Brian D’Oliveira, Creative

Director, La Hacienda who worked closely with the architects,
says, “It’s more of a venue for a creative team. It’s an integrated
space where all stages of sound production can be realised.”
Fulfilling this requirement, the space was designed in a manner that
would promote open air meetings and musical performances.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/institutional
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Wine and Brandy Distillery

T

For Old Times Sake...

his complex is located in an old German town in the
Kaliningrad region, now Chernyakhovsk, Russia, which
was severely damaged during World War II. The modern brandy
distillery was built on an empty plot next to a railroad. The
mandate given to the designers, Totement/ Paper, was to build

a warehouse, which apart from its primary function of storing
brandy barrels would serve as a public space and reception hall. It
would be a symbol of creation and rebirth, demonstrating the role
of the distillery in the life of the city. The design evolved into the
creation of a highly symbolic architectural ensemble.

For complete details about the project log on to www.cwinteriors.in/100th-issue/institutional
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